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Chapter 2
The idea of theories and related researches
2.1 The idea

Figure 2.1EDU’s website management system
The main purpose of EDU department’s website is to provide a booking,
information sharing and online registration system that is directed towards
people outside of DUT. Furthermore, administrators are able to examine the
booking details individually because the booking information will
automatically be sent to a customized email address after the customer achieved
their booking. This function makes all administrators, notice the booking faster.
2.2 Related theories
2.2.1 Software Development Kit (SDK)
SDK is a set of tools that is particularly used for program development tasks
and which makes working with both hardware and software, which is often
supported by SDK’s included interfaces (APIs) and Software Development KIT
(SDK). Normally, they are a set of tools for software development which creates
applications for some kind of package in various types of software design such
as, software’s framework, the hardware’s platform, computer system, console
games, operation system or similar development system in the platform. In
order to create this program, the developer must download the program
development tools that are particularly relevant for the exact program such as
Android app has to use SDK and Java, on the other hand, iOS, all the application
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has to use SDK in iOS version which merge in to the Swift. Moreover, for MS
Window Framework has to use the NET. Furthermore, the type of SDK that are
already merged with application in order to analyze the information of
difference activities such as Google and Facebook might be an easier alternative
for the operations than the program itself.
2.2.1.1 Software Development Kit’s details
SDKs always attached with the license which is not
appropriate for creating software that has the main purpose to
develop under this incompatible license. For example, SDK own
the exclusive rights which might be incompatible with free
software development. Meanwhile, SDK GPL are accepted from
this license but it might be incompatible with LG’s SDK licensed
software development which normally secured for licensed
software development.
Software engineers usually received SDK from the system
developer. SDK can be download directly from the SDK’s site.
Plenty of software for engineers are able to develop the program
via language system and sometimes it will be use as marketing
tools.
2.2.2 E- Commerce
E-Commerce stands for Electronic Commerce. It is one way to run the
business by using electronical media in order to achieve the business purposes.
For instance, selling and purchasing products and services, electronical
marketing whether in the smartphone, television, radio, or even on the internet.
These actions are designed to cut the cost of the product and increase the
efficiency of the cooperation by reducing some of the major roles of business
such as locations, office buildings, store house, show room, or even the
employees. Furthermore, these actions also expand the limitations for distances
and time of individual person.
2.2.2.1 Advantages of E-Commerce:
▪ Available for 24 hours a day
▪ Unlimited distances commercials
▪ Low cost
▪ Eliminate the travel variables
▪ Easy to publicize and it is possible to publicize in
world-wide
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2.3 Related website
After researching various websites and systems related to this idea,
beneficial systems appear to be the following:

Figure 2.2 https://www.booking.com/
The website is designed for booking flights and hotels via internet
system in order to provide the most convenient experience for people who are
interested. People are able to ask about the promotion and prices then compare
them with other websites.
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Figure 2.3 http://guides.library.lincoln.ac.uk/about/study-spaces
The website is designed for reservation of room facilities via University
of Lincoln’s online system and students are able to instantly check the
availability of a particular room which helps save plenty of time
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Figure 2.4 http://www.meetintouch.com/
The website that give counsel and service of reservation system of both
small offices and large organization via smart phone’s application called
“Mavericks”. This application is able to conveniently check the availability and
reserve the meeting room.
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Figure 2.5 https://www.hostneverdie.com/
Hostneverdie is hosting management website which packed with large
number of features. Website’s main job is to efficiently support the management
for web hosting of particular domains via the front page such as data upload, Email management, back up data and FTG, CGI script and create different
statistics for the website.
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Figure 2.6 http://www.mindphp.com/
The website that give counsel for website creation from learning all the
structures, website’s mechanism, examples of various types of websites, the
critical factors of HTML and xHTML languages, build all the basics of Tag
HTML such as, HTML (HyperText markup language) structures, how to write
HTML via Notepad or TextEdit, and fair amounts of good examples of HTML
languages.
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2.4 Related Researches

2
Figure 2.7 Library’s website development, Taksin University For the
support of different screen resolutions
Titaya Chansuk, Thamonwan Khunpaichid, and Pitpimon Churod
(2557) Library officer at Taksin University, Phatalung campus. They are
developing their library website into the Responsive Website which makes the
visitor access the website easier by using HTML5, CSS3 and jQuery languages
for development in order for the website to support difference resolutions.
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Figure2.8 Website development for hotel booking system
Worachet Sirisin, Wilailuk Prasert, and Suparat Yongyuengphan (2556)
department of computer engineering, faculty of engineer, Siam Univerysity.
The program used for this development is Adobe Dreamweaver 8, it is use for
develop the website page PHP Myadmin 3.4.5 for the database, web, application
for the notification of hotel services. Furthermore, it is also designed for the
customer to inform them of particular services, reports, or comments about the
hotel’s services. Just connect to the internet and verify by Email.
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Figure2.9 Online Ballroom Reservation System
(Case Study Pla-Yooyen Retchaphreuk)
Warunchai Phungwattanukun, 2015, department of information
technology and arts, faculty of science, Siam university created the Pla-Yooyen
website which provided reservation system. The website will first announce the
online reservation details on the front page and then collect the reservation data.
The developer use Aptana Studio 3.6.1 and WampServer 3.0.6 for website
development. For database management, the developer use Phpmy Admin.
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Figure2.10 Ktc Arena Football Online Booking System
Mr. Yongyut Siriwarirat 2015, department of information technology
and arts, faculty of science, Siam university implemented incredibly
convenience reservation system and data management for the soccer field which
make all the users able to check the availability periods of particular field for
best decision making. The developer use Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 for
website development and Microsoft SQL Server 2008 for data management.
The developer use this combination of program for developing the website in
order to achieve the most efficient performance for every user to search the data
fast and accurate as possible.
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Figure2.11 Online Car And Driver Reservation And Annoincement System
Atthasith Suksomtaweesub, 2016, department of computer technology,
faculty of science, Siam university created the reservation system for the rental
car with personal driver services on the website. The website will collect car’s
details, customer’s information, staff’s information, and reservation
information. The developer use Aptana Studio 3.6.1 and WampServer 3.0.6 in
order to develop the website and Phpmy Admin for database management.

